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YOUR SACRED YES PROJECT:  FINISHING STRONG 

“Courage and perseverance have a magical talisman, before which 
difficulties disappear and obstacles vanish into thin air.”

u John Quincy Adams

1. Briefly share your Sacred Yes Project.

2. Honestly share your progress to date:
a) What have you completed?
b) What remains to be completed?

3. What are you noticing/experiencing insofar as your Way of Being associated with your
way of doing?

4. What does “finishing strong” mean to you on the Goal Line relative to your Sacred Yes Project?

5. What does “finishing strong” mean to you on the Soul Line relative to your Sacred Yes Project?

6. In support of “finishing strong,” are there any opportunities for releasing misbeliefs that
you have been using to hold yourself back?  Perhaps:
a) an underlying sense that there’s something wrong with you;
b) a belief that you or what you’re doing is a burden;
c) a fear that it’s not OK to succeed beyond your family or peers—to do so would be disloyal;
d) a fear of greater visibility.

7. Move into Compassionate Self-Forgiveness for any judgments and/or for buying into any
deeper underlying misinterpretations of reality that have contributed to holding
yourself back from moving toward successful completion and “finishing strong.”

8. When you’re complete with Compassionate Self-Forgiveness, explore what the “truth” is.
“The truth is       .”

9. In the Here and Now, give voice to the place inside at the Authentic Self level where
“Finishing Strong” resides.  Using the present tense, experience yourself “Finishing
Strong”:  “I am      .”

“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.  Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 
measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.  We ask ourselves, 'Who am I to 
be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?'  Actually, who are you not to be?  You are a child of 

God.  Your playing small does not serve the world.  There is nothing enlightened about shrinking 
so that other people won't feel insecure around you.  We are all meant to shine, as children do. 

We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us.  It's not just in some of us; it's 
in everyone.  And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to 
do the same.  As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.” 

u Marianne Williamson



 
NOTES FOR FINISHING STRONG: 
 
1. What does “finishing strong” mean to you on the Goal Line relative to your Sacred Yes Project? 
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
2. What does “finishing strong” mean to you on the Soul Line relative to your Sacred Yes Project?   
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
3. What “The truth is” statements are present?  “The truth is . . .” 
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
4. From the place inside at the Authentic Self level where “Finishing Strong” resides, using 

the present tense, experience yourself “Finishing Strong.”  “I am . . .” 
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
 
 

 

“You can’t go back and change the beginning, but you can start where you are and change the ending.” 
u C. S. Lewis 

"Great is the art of beginning, but greater is the art of ending." 
u Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

 


